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6.11 UNITED STATES

INSITIUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) assigns the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) the reponsibility of locating, constructing, operating,
closing nd decommissioning a high level nuclear waste repository. The U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) has the statutory responsibility for
reviewing DOE's license application and site Investigation programmes. NRC
regulations regarding the diposal of high level nuclear waste are contained
in Part 10 of the Code, of Federal Regulations (10 R).

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

DISPOSAL CONCEPTS AND APPROACH REGULATION OF CVILIAN PROGRAMMI WASTES

Before submitting license, app1ication for a civilian programme
radioactive waste repository, the DOE required by he Nuclear Waste Policy
Act of 1982 and by 10 CR Part 60 to conduct a programme of site
characterisation [1). In-situ testing is viewed as an important element of
site characterisation, and such tests are to be performed from the exploratory
shaft(s) and underground openings on surrounding rock and on other materials
and components such as the waste package, engineered backfill, linings and
seals. he conditions under which these in situ tests are to be conducted
should represent, as closely as possible, the realistic repository environment
(for example, temperature and stresses). The tests performed under such
conditions would provide data to assess the suitability of a particular site
and a particular geologic medium to host high-level nuclear waste, and also
realistic input parameters for the design of a geologic repository.

In-situ tests can only be conducted for a limited duration compared
with the long time span during which the repository must function o isolate
the waste. Analytical, experimental and numerical models must be used to
make predictions far into the future. However, models have their own
limitations on applicability and are sensitive to the quality of data used as
input. Some of te uncertainties n the prediction process can e reduced by
conducting appropriate in situ tests on a representative volume of rock, and
by using appropriate models to account for possible inherent spatial
variations of physical, hydraulic and chemical properties within the rock
formation. By comparing in situ test data with modelling results, and can
be validated, thereby reducing some uncertainties in the prediction process.

NRC Technical Positions on In- Situ Testing

lhe NRC staff technical positions on in situ testing during site
characterisation are:

(a) Before submitting a license application, DOE should perform a
necessary and sufficient variety and amount of in-situ testing to
support, if the facts so warrant, a staff position that the
requirements for issuance of a construction authorisation (10 CFR
Part 60.31) have been met.
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(h) The in situ testing programme should be developed with two major
objectives: () characterisation of host rock and in-situ
measurement of its properties prior to construction and waste
emplacement; and (11) determination of response characteristics
of the host rock and engineered cmponents to construction and
waste emplacement.

D0E should present its site specific and design specific in-situ
test plans n the Site Characterisation Plan (SCP).

Before developing the In site test plan, DOE should develop a
rationale for in With the
test plan in the SCP. The overall goal of the rationale should
be to ensure that all important parameters are identified and
ranked according to their relative importance n supporting 10
CIR Part 60 licensing findings.

(e) For successful site characterisation, DOE should integrate the
data from surface borehole testing and laboratory testing on
small-scale samples with the in-situ test results.

This technical position is general and covers in-situ testing for all
potential repository sites and designs. It was developed and resented to the
Department of Energy in an effort to provide on-going pre-licensing guidance.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

DISPOSAL CONCEPIS AND APPROACH - DISPOSAL OF CIVILIAN PROGRAMME WASTES

In accordance with the requirements specified in the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982, the Department f Energy (DOE) is developing site
characterisation plans for the three potential sites for the first repository
[2]. Those sites are the anford site in the state of Washington, the Yucca
Mountain site in Nevada and the Deaf Smith County site in Texas. As part of
the site characterisation plans, the DOE will describe the methodology ued to
identify the information needed from the characterisation studies and the
tests necessary to obtain that information.

The methodology used n developing the site characterisation plans was
to first identify a common set of issues that must be resolved demonstrate
compliance with applicable Federal regulations and to support site selection
and licensing. The next phase was to develop resolution strategies
for each of the issues. Since the issues are derived from applicable Federal
regulations, the information needed to resolve then will be the basis for
planning of the work that needs o be done to demonstrate compliance with the
regulatory requirements. The issue resolution strategy provides a step-wise
procedure for dentifying and planning the work needed to support resolution
of the issues. Because the rock types and conditions at each of the candidate
sites are different, the issue resolution strategies and the related site
characterisation plans will differ from site to site.

As part of the ssue resolution strategy. DOE utilises a process called
"performance allocation". Performance allocation entails deciding which items
within a geologic repository will be relied upon in resolving a particular
issue. The function an item must perform and the processes that affect the
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performance are identified for each Item. Using performance allocation, a
testing programme an be developed which obtains the information necessary to
demonstrate that an item will perform its particular function as xpected.
Once the appropriate informatinn needs are identified, DOE can identify what
underground tests should be conducted.

IN SITU RESEARCH AND INVI.SIIGAIIONS

The in currently being considered for site characterisation
at each of the three candidate sites are grouped under three broad categories:
(a) basic geologic characterisation tests; (h) hydrologic characterisation
tests; and ( ) near and thermally perturbed tests The objective
and/or rationale for performing test based on the performance il location
process.
{COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT}

As part of the site characterisation plan, detailed test plans and
procedures are being written for the test at each site. In addition, quality
assurance procedures are required to nsure the test data is accurate,
reliable and traceable. Consultative drafts of test plans will le reviewed by
the NRC and representatives of the States and Indian tribes in the first
quarter of 1988. The test plans may change based on review recommendations or
to reflect modifications in the information needs and strategies chosen to
resolve the various issues.
{COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT}

IN-SITU RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATIONS

Technology development studies since 1975 have been investigating
phenomena associated with radioactive waste emplacement n a rock salt
environment, and have produced response models and predictive techniques using
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available laboratory ad theoretical data. The in situ testing programne at
WIPP has been developed to evaluate these models and predictive techniques
through full-size experiments in the actual host rock. The first portion of
the n situ tests (underway ince 1984) are without radioactive materials and
use electric heaters to simulate heat generating waste were applicable. The
second portion of the in situ testing programme, scheduled for the early
1980s, will include the use of actual radioactive wastes and other radioactive
sources.
{COULD NOT BE CONVERTED TO SEARCHABLE TEXT}



Figure 22. In-Situ Tests, WPP
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